BAYSIDE SURVEYING

11765 HWY 101 South
Tillamook, Oregon 97141

Terry L. Jones
503-842-5551
Fax 503-842-5552

October 2002

REWITNESS
SECTION CORNER COMMON TO SECTIONS 23, 24, 25 & 26
TOWNSHIP 2 SOUTH, RANGE 8 WEST

I Found:

No evidence of any original bearing trees or corner stone. Area appears to be in an area heavily damaged by logged. I set corner holding topo calls to North and East, see map. This solution also fits topo call to ridge to South and is nearly on line with corners to South and North.

Creek running N65°E is 660' North (GLO at 10.00 chains, "Creek, 6 1ks. Wide, runs N65°E."); Ridge running N-S is 1089' East (GLO at 16.50 chains, "Top of ridge, bears N. and S."); Ridge running E-W is 1948' South (GLO at 52.00 chains) 28.00 chains, "Top of ridge, bears E. and W.");

I set 1¾" X 40" galvanized iron pipe with SODF brass cap stamped "T2SR8W S23 S24 S26 S25 2002 LS2507", top flush with ground, in ring of rocks.

From which:

Set steel posts 4' South and 4' West, and 4 New BTs as follows:

11" Alder bark scribed "T2S R8W S24 BT" bears N23°E 36.9' to brass nail and washer stamped "LS2507" between the B & T;

13" Alder bark scribed "T2S R8W S25 BT" bears S15°E 10.1' to brass nail and washer stamped "LS2507" between the B & T;

10" Alder bark scribed "T2S R8W S26 BT" bears S48°W 21.9' to brass nail and washer stamped "LS2507" between the B & T;

12" Alder bark scribed "T2S R8W S23 BT" bears N12°W 18.8' to brass nail and washer stamped "LS2507" between the B & T;

In the presence of Terry Jones, Dallas Esplin
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